WILBUR CROSS MEDAL TALK
The Wilbur Cross Medal is the highest honor the Graduate School accords its alumni.

Kelsey C. Martin
’92 MD and ’91 PhD – Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry
Dean, UCLA David Geffen School of Medicine, Gerald S. Levey Chair, Professor, Biological Chemistry, Professor, Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences

“Regulating Gene Expression in Neurons to Store Long-term Memories”
Monday, October 8, 2018
12 Noon, Donald J. Cohen Auditorium, NIHB E02, 230 S. Frontage Road

OTHER TALKS BY WILBUR CROSS MEDALISTS ON OCTOBER 8

Dr. TAN Eng Chye ’89 PhD – Mathematics
“Lessons I Have Learnt on Running Universities”
3:00 pm, 214 LOM, Leet Oliver Memorial Hall, 12 Hillhouse Avenue

Marianne Mithun ’72 MA and ’74 PhD – Linguistics
“Culture, Grammar, and Cognition: The Dynamism of Grammatical Categorization”
10:00 AM, at Whitney Humanities Center 208, 55 Wall Street

Elizabeth W. Easton ’89 PhD – History of Art
“A Life in Art History, a Conversation”
4:30 pm, Loria Center, 190 York Street, Room 351